
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of database
marketing analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for database marketing analyst

Familiarity working with and basic understanding of databases, particularly
leveraging a database for marketing communications- Strong communication
skills, both verbal and written
Work with ourinternal business and product teams to understand objectives
and crafttechnical requirements
Work withinternal engineers and developers to source the data and present it
in a consumableway so that further analytics can be performed for informed
business decisions
Design and manage complex data management and customer modeling
strategy for direct and digital marketing programs
Collaborate with the digital marketing team to plan and execute targeted
communications
Maintain and audit audience segment definitions and selection criteria for
email, text club, and mobile app customers
Develop targeted, “real time” triggered campaigns based on web and app
behaviors
Perform ad hoc analytic requests supporting a number of teams throughout
Redbox such as loyalty, retail, digital marketing
Consult with IT to maintain database integrity/adjustments
Use their strong analytical skills to work on business issues requiring analysis
and development of compelling marketing/customer insights

Example of Database Marketing Analyst Job
Description
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1-2 years’ experience in a CRM or analytics environment preferred
Bring not just an analytics-orientation, but the ability to use analytics to drive
key success metrics related to yield management, revenue generation,
pricing, loyalty
Ability to work with IT to translate business/analytical needs relative to data
acquisition, document data sources, feeds
Ability to deliver high quality analytical insights in a business environment
Experience in presenting analytic content to a non-technical audience
Facility with Excel and FTP tools


